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ABSTRACT

Aims. We derive electron density and temperature from observations obtained by the Mercury Electron Analyzer on board Mio during
the cruise phase of BepiColombo while the spacecraft is in a stacked configuration.
Methods. In order to remove the secondary electron emission contribution, we first fit the core electron population of the solar wind
with a Maxwellian distribution. We then subtract the resulting distribution from the complete electron spectrum, and suppress the
residual count rates observed at low energies. Hence, our corrected count rates consist of the sum of the fitted Maxwellian core
electron population with a contribution at higher energies. We finally estimate the electron density and temperature from the corrected
count rates using a classical integration method. We illustrate the results of our derivation for two case studies, including the second
Venus flyby of BepiColombo when the Solar Orbiter spacecraft was located nearby, and for a statistical study using observations
obtained to date for distances to the Sun ranging from 0.3 to 0.9 A.U.
Results. When compared either to measurements of Solar Orbiter or to measurements obtained by HELIOS and Parker Solar Probe,
our method leads to a good estimation of the electron density and temperature. Hence, despite the strong limitations arising from the
stacked configuration of BepiColombo during its cruise phase, we illustrate how we can retrieve reasonable estimates for the electron
density and temperature for timescales from days down to several seconds.

Key words. plasmas - instrumentation: detectors - method: data analysis

1. Introduction1

BepiColombo is the third scientific mission to explore the planet2

Mercury. This joint mission of the European Space Agency3

(ESA) and the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA)4

was launched on October 19, 2018. During its cruise phase,5

BepiColombo is composed of three stacked platforms: the Mer-6

cury Transfer Module (MTM), the Mercury Planetary Orbiter7

(MPO), and the Mio spacecraft (Mercury Magnetospheric Or-8

biter, MMO) (Go et al. 2020). In addition, Mio is protected from9

the intense radiation of the Sun by the Magnetospheric Orbiter10

Sunshield and Interface Structure (MOSIF). MPO and Mio both11

carry a large scientific payload dedicated to studying the inter-12

nal structure, physical properties, and surface composition and13

evolution of Mercury, as well as the dynamics of its small mag-14

netosphere (Benkhoff et al. 2021).15

The harsh thermal environment and the complexity of the16

orbit transfer from Earth make Mercury the least explored of17

the telluric planets. Mariner 10 flew by Mercury three times in 18

1974 and 1975 and, among other results, characterized for the 19

first time its intrinsic magnetic field. Forty years later, the MEr- 20

cury Surface, Space ENvironment, GEochemistry, and Ranging 21

(MESSENGER) spacecraft conducted the first orbital study of 22

Mercury from 2011 until 2014, and detailed in particular the in- 23

teraction of the planet with the solar wind (SW) thanks to the 24

Energetic Particle and Plasma Spectrometer that measured ener- 25

getic particles accelerated by the magnetosphere together with 26

low-energy ions coming from the Hermean surface (Andrews 27

et al. 2007). 28

In order to further reveal the structure and dynamics of the 29

magnetosphere of Mercury and its interaction with the SW, the 30

Mercury Plasma Particle Experiment (MPPE) (Saito et al. 2021) 31

was mounted on the Mio spacecraft. MPPE includes several in- 32

struments: the Energetic Neutral Atom imager (ENA), the Mass 33

Spectrum Analyzer (MSA), the High-Energy Particle detectors 34
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Fig. 1. View of the Mio spacecraft with the MEA 1 and 2 sensors dur-
ing the cruise phase of BepiColombo. The sensors are surrounded by
MOSIF (shown in transparency here). The location and field of view of
the MEA 1 channels is also represented. Channels 6 and 7 are unob-
structed and face the free space, while Channel 0 for example is totally
obstructed.

for ions (HEP-ion) and electrons (HEP-e), the Mercury Ion An-35

alyzer (MIA), and the two Mercury Electron Analyzers (MEA36

1 & 2, shown in Figure 1) that will detect electrons for the first37

time in the Mercury orbit over a low-energy range (from 3 eV to38

26 keV).39

During the cruise phase of BepiColombo, the instruments are40

turned on for in-flight calibration, which provides opportunities41

for scientific studies as well. To date, MEA 1 has already accu-42

mulated data for more than three months in total (all available43

time periods are shown in Table 3 in the Appendix). As c Figure44

1 shows, MEA 1 & 2 are located close to the MPO and MOSIF45

surfaces (a few tens of centimeters). Hence, MEA 1 & 2 have a46

strongly reduced field of view (FoV) and most of their sectors are47

obstructed (for a detailed description of the MEA 1 & 2 sensors,48

see Sauvaud et al. 2010 and Saito et al. 2021).49

In addition, electrostatic analyzers like MEA have a distorted50

FoV for low-energy charged particles when the spacecraft sur-51

faces remain negatively or positively charged (Bergman et al.52

2020; Guillemant et al. 2017). For example, in the magneto-53

sphere of the Earth, spacecraft in geostationary orbits can charge54

to several thousand negative volts during magnetic substorms55

(Matéo-Vélez et al. 2018) and primarily in the postmidnight sec-56

tor (Sarno-Smith et al. 2016), whereas spacecraft in the SW typ-57

ically can charge to a few positive volts (Guillemant et al. 2017;58

Lai & Tautz 2006).59

Spacecraft charging strongly affects the determination of60

plasma moments, especially those of solar wind electrons. For61

instance, a positive spacecraft potential will accelerate electrons,62

and hence can shift the electron energy distribution function63

(EEDF) toward higher energies. In addition, secondary elec-64

trons emitted from the spacecraft’s charged surfaces can be re-65

collected and can contaminate the EEDF. It is therefore nec-66

essary to remove the secondary electron contribution in or-67

der to obtain the most accurate estimation of the plasma mo-68

ments (Lewis et al. 2008; Rymer 2004; Génot & Schwartz 2004;69

Lavraud & Larson 2016). On board BepiColombo we expect that 70

MEA 1 & 2 will suffer from strong secondary electron contami- 71

nation owing to the presence of MOSIF close to their locations. 72

Even though BepiColombo is in a stacked configuration dur- 73

ing its cruise phase, MEA 1 & 2 have been frequently turned on 74

during several solar wind campaigns as well as dedicated plane- 75

tary flybys. In this paper we present and discuss the derivation of 76

electron density and temperature from the analysis of MEA 1 ob- 77

servations. In Section 2 we describe the effects related to space- 78

craft charging and the methods that we use in order to properly 79

analyze MEA data and derive the most accurate electron mo- 80

ments. In section 3 we use observations obtained during two 81

particular time periods when Solar Orbiter and BepiColombo 82

were close to each other in order to compare our estimates of 83

the electron moments. In section 4 we discuss the statistical va- 84

lidity of the electron moments deduced from all available Bepi- 85

Colombo MEA observations by comparing them with the studies 86

of Dakeyo et al. (2022) and Sun et al. (2022). Finally, in Sec- 87

tion 5 we discuss the overall performance of MEA 1 during the 88

cruise phase of BepiColombo, and conclude on all the caveats 89

potentially affecting the accuracy of its scientific products de- 90

rived while the mission is in stacked configuration. 91

2. Surface charging, data processing, and removing 92

secondary electrons 93

2.1. Basics of surface charging 94

Any object immersed in a plasma is going to experience sur- 95

face charging (Whipple 1981), which means that the surface of 96

a satellite has an electric potential that is different from that of 97

the plasma. In space we usually set the plasma potential Φp = 0, 98

which means that any other potential, for example that of the 99

spacecraft Φsc, is defined relative to Φp. Around the Earth a 100

spacecraft can experience a negative potential (typically in the 101

shadow region) or a positive potential (in the sunlight). During 102

very energetic events like magnetic substorms, a spacecraft can 103

experience negative potentials of several thousand volts. Typi- 104

cally, scientific spacecraft traveling through the SW have poten- 105

tials varying between 0 and +10 volt (Matéo-Vélez et al. 2018; 106

Sarno-Smith et al. 2016). 107

Classical processes related to plasma-surface interactions in 108

space include photo-emission (PE), secondary electron emission 109

under electron (SEEE) or ion (SEEI) impact, or backscattered 110

electrons (BEs). In the current equation, Φsc reaches a stationary 111

state when the sum of all currents on the spacecraft is equal to 112

zero. All the main currents to be considered are included in the 113

following current equation: 114

Ie + Ii + IS EEE + IS EEI + IBE + IPE = 0. (1)

Here Ie, Ii, IS EEE , IS EEI , IBE , and IPE are the electronic, ionic, 115

SEEE, SEEI, BE, and PE currents, respectively. The different 116

electronic populations emitted by the surfaces of a spacecraft 117

are considered to follow a Maxwellian energy distribution, with 118

a temperature Tsec of typically 2-3 eV. Each secondary emis- 119

sion process is characterized by its energy-dependent emission 120

yield δ which gives the number of emitted electrons per impact- 121

ing particle (electrons, ions, or photons). In addition, the sec- 122

ondary emission depends on the nature of the material and on 123

its surface state (Tolias 2014; Walker et al. 2008). In the case 124

of SEEE, a surface charges positively when δ > 1. In addition, 125

SEEE is more important for a material when the maximum δmax 126

is the highest and δ > 1 is on the widest energy interval. In the 127
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case of SEEI, it is comparable to SEEE, but because δ > 1 for128

several keV/amu (Lakits et al. 1990), SEEI is often neglected. In129

the SW, IPE is responsible for the typically observed positive Φsc130

(Sarno-Smith et al. 2016).131

When an object immersed in a plasma is composed of differ-132

ent materials, conductive and dielectric, the surfaces can charge133

to different potentials causing differential charging (Prokopenko134

& Laframboise 1980). During the cruise phase of BepiColombo,135

Mio is in the shadow of MOSIF. The outer surface of MOSIF is136

made of a dielectric fabric, Nextel AF-10 (Tessarin et al. 2010),137

and has a conductive layer of titanium inside (Stramaccioni et al.138

2011), and so we expect that differential charging arises between139

the inner and outer surfaces of MOSIF. Unfortunately, it is im-140

possible to measure either Φsc (due to the stacked configuration)141

or the potential of the Nextel surface ΦNextel on the outer surface142

of MOSIF. If ΦNextel > Φsc, photoelectrons would be re-collected143

by the outer surface of MOSIF, and MEA 1 would not detect any144

of them. In this configuration the low-energy part of the EEDF145

would be dominated by SEEE. On the other hand, if ΦNextel <146

Φsc, then both PE and SEEE would dominate the low-energy147

part of the EEDF. In the next subsection we show how we re-148

move these different contributions from MEA measurements and149

determine their nature.150

2.2. Derivation of electron moments and removing of151

secondary electrons152

During the cruise phase of BepiColombo, Mio is always in low-153

telemetry mode (L-mode). In L-mode, MEA provides different154

types of data products (Saito et al. 2021) using only 16 energy155

bins (see Table A.1), in particular including electron omnidi-156

rectional fluxes (Et-OMNI), onboard electron velocity moments157

(VMs), and full 3D electron distribution (3D). In order to de-158

rive Et-OMNI (hereafter OMNI), the count rates from all chan-159

nels are simultaneously integrated for each energy bin. On the160

contrary, for 3D distribution the electrons are measured in each161

channel separately. In this work we focus on the MEA 1 sensor162

because it is the only one that can provide 3D data products. The163

OMNI data products are not the best ones to use during the cruise164

phase since many of the MEA 1 and 2 FoV sectors are obstructed165

by both MOSIF and the presence of the undeployed boom of the166

magnetometer (MAST-MGF). Therefore, in order to obtain the167

most accurate moments, we create a virtual channel that uses168

the maximum count rates between channels 6 and 7 of MEA 1169

(which are the sectors with the largest unobstructed FoV during170

cruise phase) per time step. Then we assume that the main elec-171

tron population is isotropic, which is a reasonable assumption172

for the core electron population of the SW (Halekas et al. 2020).173

Before deriving the electron moments, we need to remove the174

secondary electrons contributing to the observed count rates at175

low energies.176

2.2.1. Removing the contributions from secondary electrons177

Because of MOSIF, the antennas of the Plasma Wave Investi-178

gation (PWI) instrument cannot be deployed during the cruise179

phase of BepiColombo in order to measure Φsc. The classical180

method to determine the spacecraft potential from electrostatic181

analyzer measurements consists of identifying a discontinuity in182

the observed count rates at low energies, which is caused by183

the secondary electron emitted with enough energy to escape184

the spacecraft electric sheath. Then, using the Liouville theo-185

rem and assuming that the plasma sheath between the space-186

Fig. 2. Illustration of the procedure applied to remove the secondary
electron emission contribution from a complete electron energy spec-
trum measured by MEA 1 on March 11, 2022, at 19:39:40 UTC. The
red line corresponds to the original count rate, the brown stars are a
Maxwellian fit of the original count rate. The magenta dotted lines rep-
resent the residuals at low and high energies when the Maxwellian fit
has been subtracted from the original count rates. Finally, the brown line
shows the reconstructed corrected count rate.

craft and the undisturbed plasma is collisionless, it is possible to 187

shift in energy the phase space density (PSD) in order to deter- 188

mine the electron moments (Lavraud & Larson 2016). Here, the 189

stacked configuration of BepiColombo during its cruise phase 190

prevents us from relying on this classical method. First, MOSIF 191

almost completely surrounds the Mio spacecraft. Assuming that 192

the space between Mio and MOSIF is mainly filled by ambi- 193

ent electrons of density 10 cm−3 and temperature of 15 eV, the 194

Debye length λDis ≈ 9 m. The electrons emitted from the inter- 195

nal surfaces of MOSIF would not be affected by electric fields. 196

Hence, no discontinuity in the count rates measured by MEA at 197

low energies would be detected, and this would not enable us to 198

precisely determine Φsc. Second, the low-telemetry mode of Mio 199

during the cruise phase of BepiColombo restricts MEA to only 200

16 energy bins, which would reduce drastically the accuracy of 201

such a method. 202

In order to avoid such limitations, we prefer to apply a dif- 203

ferent method, which is summarized in Fig. 2. The red solid line 204

represents electron count rates for an original electron spectrum 205

measured on March 11, 2022, at 19:39:40 UTC. We first fit the 206

observed core electron population with a Maxwellian distribu- 207

tion represented by the brown stars. In order to obtain the most 208

accurate fit, we detect the maximum count rate, identified by 209

the vertical pink dotted line. This fit is constrained by six en- 210

ergy bins: two before the identified maximum, the maximum and 211

three after it. We then subtract the Maxwellian fit from the origi- 212

nal count rates in order to obtain the residuals represented by the 213

magenta dotted line. We remove from the original energy spec- 214

trum the contribution at low energies represented by the trans- 215

parent pink area. Finally, we reconstruct the corrected energy 216

spectrum by summing the Maxwellian fit with the residuals at 217

high energies represented by the magenta dotted line. 218

One limitation of this method is the underlying assump- 219

tion that electrons are isotropic, which forces us to consider 220

a Maxwellian distribution function instead of a bi-Maxwellian 221

distribution function with temperatures parallel and perpendic- 222
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ular to the magnetic field (Halekas et al. 2020). The ecliptic223

plane contains the Y-axis of the MPO spacecraft frame (always224

pointing Sunward so that the MOSIF thermal shield protects225

the Mio spacecraft) and the Z-axis of the Mio spacecraft frame226

represented in Figure 1. The interplanetary magnetic field in227

its nominal Parker spiral configuration at the distances consid-228

ered in the present work is mainly oriented toward the Y-axis229

of the MPO spacecraft frame. As a consequence channels 6 and230

7 of the MEA instrument used in this work make an angle of231

±45°with respect to the ecliptic plane at maximum, and are typi-232

cally perpendicular to the interplanetary magnetic field. The lim-233

ited pitch angle distributions of electrons observed by MEA dur-234

ing the cruise phase of BepiColombo prevent us from detecting235

anisotropic features on their distribution functions, as reported236

by Halekas et al. (2020) and Berčič et al. (2019). Now that we237

have described how we correct energy spectra, we further detail238

how we derive electron density ne and temperature Te from MEA239

3D data products.240

2.2.2. Electron moments: Integration method241

Mio is a spin-stabilized spacecraft with a period of rotation Tspin242

= 4 s. The elementary time step is ∆t =
Tspin

8×16×16 considering eight243

channels, 16 azimuthal sectors, and the 16 energy bins used by244

MEA during the cruise phase of BepiColombo (see Table A.1).245

Then, for the cruise phase only, we replace all eight channels by246

our virtual channel, and use ∆t =
Tspin

16×16 = 15.6 ms.247

The classical formula used to deduce the density n from the248

distribution function f is given by249

n =

∫
f d3v =

∫ ∞
0

∫ π
2

− π
2

∫ 2π

0
f v2 cos θdθdφ, (2)

with v the electron velocity, and θ and φ the elevation and the250

azimuthal angles, respectively. Following Nicolaou (2023) we251

can relate the density to the count rate matrix C from252

n =

√
me

2|q|

∫ ∞
0

∫ π
2

− π
2

∫ 2π

0

C(E, φ)
GE∆tE3/2 cos θdθdφdE, (3)

with GE the energy-dependent geometrical factor, E the electron253

energy, me the electron mass, and |q| the absolute value of the254

elementary charge. We assume that an isotropic electron popu-255

lation C does not depend on the elevation angle, but only on the256

electron energy.257

After integrating equation 3 over all elevation angles and az-258

imuthal sectors we obtain259

n =

√
me

2|q|

∫ ∞
0

Cr(E)
GE E3/2 dE =

∫ ∞
0

fE(E)dE, (4)

where Cr(E) is the count rate integrated over the whole solid an-260

gle and fE(E) represents the EEDF. Then we can simply deduce261

the electronic temperature Te from (Godyak & Demidov 2011):262

Te =
2

3ne

∫ ∞
0

E fE(E)dE. (5)

Here the temperature Te refers to a particle population that263

reaches the thermodynamical equilibrium, which is described by264

a Maxwellian distribution. With this method, Te should be con-265

sidered an effective temperature because fE(E) can deviate from266

a pure Maxwellian distribution.267

Now that the method is established, we can compare the so-268

lar wind electron moments deduced with this method from the269

BepiColombo data to the electron moments derived from Solar 270

Orbiter (SolO) data during their respective second Venus flybys 271

(VFBs). 272

3. BepiColombo and Solar Orbiter encounters at 273

Venus 274

3.1. The BepiColombo second Venus flyby on August 10, 275

2021 276

On August 09 and 10, 2021, Solar Orbiter (SolO) and Bepi- 277

Colombo performed their respective second Venus flybys (VFB). 278

This represented a unique opportunity for MEA to compare 279

the estimated electronic moments with similar observations ob- 280

tained simultaneously by SolO in almost the same region of 281

the heliosphere when in the solar wind. SolO includes three 282

instruments relevant to our study: the Proton Alpha Sensor 283

(PAS) and the Electron Analyzer System (EAS) from the Solar 284

Wind Analyzer (SWA) suite (Owen et al. 2020), and the Radio 285

Plasma Wave (RPW) instrument (Maksimovic et al. 2020). PAS 286

and EAS are both electrostatic analyzers, while RPW contains, 287

among other instruments, three electric field antennas. 288

The configuration of this space encounter is represented in 289

figure 3. The upper panel shows the BepiColombo (in purple) 290

and SolO (in blue) trajectories in the XY plane in the Venus 291

Solar Orbital (VSO) coordinate system, from August 10, 2021, 292

00:00:00 UTC to August 11, 2021, 00:00:00 UTC. The lower 293

panel shows the radial distance between the two spacecraft (in 294

black) and the angle between rBepi and rS olO (in red) in the He- 295

liocentric Inertial (HCI) coordinate system. During this time in- 296

terval the two spacecraft are almost radially aligned, and are lo- 297

cated at a close distance ranging from 225 to 290 Venus radii 298

from each other. This unique two-point measurement configura- 299

Fig. 3. Attitudes of BepiColombo and Solar Orbiter with respect to
Venus and the Sun. Upper panel: Trajectories of BepiColombo during
its second Venus flyby (in purple) and SolO (in blue), in the Venus Sun
Orbital (VSO) coordinate system. Each green and red dot represents the
starting and ending points of each spacecraft’s trajectory, respectively.
Lower panel: Radial distance (in Venus radius, 6052 km) between Bepi-
Colombo and SolO (in black), and angle θ (in red) between SolO, the
Sun, and BepiColombo, in the Heliocentric Inertia (HCI) coordinate
system.
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Fig. 4. Magnetic field measured by MPO during its second Venus flyby
(in red) on August 10, 2021, and the magnetic field measured by SolO
and time-shifted (about 1 hour delay) to the location of BepiColombo
(in black). From the upper to the lower panel, we respectively compare
‖B‖, Bx, By, and Bz in the VSO coordinate system. The green dotted line
indicates the time of the bow shock crossing of the induced magneto-
sphere of Venus by BepiColombo.

tion is particularly advantageous since the two spacecraft should300

have observed the same solar wind plasma populations.301

In order to take advantage of this opportunity, we use the pro-302

ton bulk velocity measured by SolO/PAS to time-shift the mag-303

netic field vector B measured by SolO to the location of Bepi-304

Colombo. We present the resulting comparison in Figure 4. The305

magnetic fields observed by the two spacecraft are almost identi-306

cal for the chosen time interval. The main difference is due to the307

Venus bow shock crossing by BepiColombo around 14:00 UTC308

(Persson et al. 2022), represented by the vertical green dashed309

line. Since B is “frozen in” to the plasma, the two spacecraft310

Fig. 5. Comparison between electron energy spectrograms measured by
EAS and MEA 1. Upper panel: Time-energy spectrogram of electron
count rates measured by EAS and time-shifted to the location of Bepi-
Colombo during its second Venus flyby on August 10, 2021, with the
superimposed spacecraft potential of SolO measured by RPW ΦS olO (in
black). Lower panel: Time-energy spectrogram of electron count rates
built with the virtual channel extracted from the MEA 1 3D data prod-
ucts.

Fig. 6. Time evolution of ne (in cm−3) during the VFB on August 10,
2021. The brown triangles and crosses represent ne measured by RPW
and EAS respectively, time-shifted to the location of BepiColombo.
The red stars represent ne after the integration of the entire electron
energy spectra without applying any corrections, while the blue dots
represent ne after the integration of the entire electron spectra with the
secondary electrons removed. The green dotted line indicates the time
of the bow shock crossing of the induced magnetosphere of Venus by
BepiColombo.

should therefore have observed the same solar wind plasma pop- 311

ulations. Persson et al. (2022) also identified the electron fore- 312

shock region, and showed that BepiColombo crossed it in less 313

than five minutes. Since the 3D data products of MEA 1 are ob- 314

tained every 640 s, only one single 3D measurement was ob- 315

tained within this region; this does not impact the comparison 316

between Solar Orbiter and BepiColombo observations when ap- 317

plied to the whole time interval considered. 318

The upper panel in figure 5 represents the time energy spec- 319

tra of electrons measured by EAS together with the SolO po- 320

tential ΦS olO measured by RPW (in black). The EAS and RPW 321

Fig. 7. Same as Fig. 6, but for the electron temperature Te (in eV).
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Fig. 8. Same as figure 3, but from July 8 to 15, 2021.

data are time-shifted at the location of BepiColombo in order322

to facilitate the comparison. The lower panel shows MEA 1 en-323

ergy spectra obtained from our virtual channel during the Bepi-324

Colombo second Venus flyby. The MEA 3D data product pro-325

vides one 4s measurement every 640s (due to the very limited326

telemetry downlink rate of Mio during the cruise phase of Bepi-327

Colombo). The three large data gaps observed are due to wheel328

off-loadings (WoLs). The virtual channel spectra of MEA 1 do329

not show exactly the same intensity fluctuations that can be seen330

on the electron spectra of EAS, in particular around 20-60 eV.331

As expected, ΦS olO is anti-correlated with the intensity of EAS332

spectra. The RPW allows an accurate estimation of the electron333

density ne,RPW , which is anti-correlated to the SolO potential. As334

explained in Khotyaintsev et al. (2021), ΦS olO has a logarithmic335

dependence on ne,RPW .336

The time-shifted plasma density ne measured with EAS and337

RPW are displayed in figure 6. In order to obtain ne,EAS , the338

counts below the spacecraft potential measured by RPW were re-339

moved, then the PSD was shifted to the cutoff energy of EAS. We340

observe that ne,RPW and ne,EAS are nearly identical, and therefore341

we expect ne,MEA1 to match this profile during its Venus flyby,342

except around the CA where BepiColombo no longer observes343

the undisturbed solar wind since it crossed the induced magneto-344

sphere of Venus. In the same figure we plot ne,MEA1 calculated by345

two different methods. The red stars correspond to the density ne346

calculated by integrating the whole energy spectra without ap-347

plying any corrections. The blue dots correspond to the density348

ne determined by integrating the whole energy spectra with the349

secondary electrons removed, as described in Sect. 2.2.1.350

Even though the order of magnitude of ne,MEA1 matches the351

SolO measurements, we observe that MEA 1 does not capture352

the complete dynamics of the plasma as observed by EAS. Using353

the 3D velocity distribution functions extracted from the EAS354

data, we checked and confirmed that the core solar wind elec-355

trons are nearly isotropic, as assumed for the derivation of the356

MEA moments. We suspect that the presence of MOSIF could357

be responsible for the non-detection of the complete dynamics of358

the plasma by MEA. We also note that the lower cutoff energy359

of MEA 1 represents another issue to be accounted for in this360

case. When ne,RPW is high, Φsc of SolO is low. If Φsc < 3.6 V,361

the lower part of the PSD cannot be measured by MEA 1, which 362

means that ne,MEA will be underestimated. In addition, a few val- 363

ues of ne are greater after correction (i.e., after secondary elec- 364

trons have been removed from the electron spectra) compared to 365

the uncorrected density. This may indicate that the Maxwellian 366

model does not always fit the core electron population well. This 367

leads to an overestimation of the density. 368

Figure 7 represents the temporal evolution of the electron 369

temperature Te. The brown crosses correspond to the EAS mea- 370

surements, whereas the red stars and blue dots correspond to the 371

electron temperature Te calculated from the MEA measurements 372

by integrating the entire electron energy spectra without apply- 373

ing any corrections and with the secondary electrons removed, 374

respectively. With MEA 1 we retrieve the same order of mag- 375

nitude for Te as observed by EAS. However, again, we hardly 376

capture the complete temporal dynamics of the plasma. 377

3.2. Before the Venus flyby: July 08 to 15, 2021 378

Before the VFB of BepiColombo, MEA 1 was turned on from 379

July 06, 2021, until July 16, 2021. During this time interval, 380

the distance between SolO and BepiColombo decreased from 381

12.1 × 106 to 11.4 × 106 km, and the angle between rBepi and 382

rS olO in the HCI coordinate system varied from 3° to 2°. Us- 383

ing the same method as described above, we can time-shift the 384

SolO measurements to the location of BepiColombo, using the 385

solar wind speed measured by SolO/PAS. The magnetic field ob- 386

served by BepiColombo and SolO are plotted in figure 9 in the 387

HCI coordinate system, which shows ‖B‖, Bx, By, and Bz. The 388

magnetic fields measured by the two spacecraft do not match as 389

nicely as during the VFB time period studied before, but still 390

agree remarkably well on a timescale of a few hours. The ob- 391

served difference may be due to the larger distance and angular 392

separation between the two spacecraft during this time period 393

compared to the VFB. Hence, we expect the electron moments 394

to agree between the two spacecraft on a similar timescale during 395

this time period. 396

Fig. 9. Magnetic field measured by MPO (in red) from July 8 to 15,
2021. Magnetic field measured by SolO (in black) and time-shifted at
the location of BepiColombo. From the upper to the lower panel, ‖B‖,
Bx, By, and Bz are compared in the HCI coordinate system.
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Figure 10 represents the same comparison of the electron397

density that we showed in Figure 6, together with the density398

of secondary electrons ne,sec (green diamonds), but for this new399

time interval. We calculate ne,sec by integrating the residual count400

rate at low energy (see Figure 2) using Eq. 4. For this time in-401

terval SWA is off, and therefore we cannot determine the elec-402

tron temperature from the Solar Orbiter observations. As a con-403

sequence, we only compare ne,MEA with ne,RPW . Independently of404

the method we use to calculate ne,MEA, the densities overlap for405

all the time intervals, except between July 13 and July 14, and406

at the end of the time interval. We observe that both ne,MEA cal-407

culated by integrating the whole energy spectra without apply-408

ing any corrections and calculated with the secondary electrons409

removed present a good correlation with ne,RPW over the entire410

time interval. We also note that the secondary electron density411

seems to be correlated with the SW density, showing that the na-412

ture of the secondary emission is likely SEEE. If it was produced413

by PE, no correlation would be observed. In agreement with the414

comparison made in figure 9, the solar wind dynamics are cap-415

tured over timescales of days, even if we are only able to retrieve416

the order of magnitude of ne with MEA.417

In Figure 11 we plot ne,RPW (in cm−3) versus ne,MEA (in cm−3)418

with (black crosses) and without (green triangles) the secondary419

electrons removed, respectively. Each dataset is fitted with a420

linear regression, which can be compared with the gray dotted421

curve representing ne,RPW = ne,MEA. We find a similar correlation422

factor between MEA and RPW independently of whether we re-423

move or not the secondary electron emission (r = 0.67 without424

the correction and r = 0.68 with the correction). This result and425

the correlation between the secondary and SW electron densities426

presented in figure 10 seem to show that our method is adapted427

to remove secondary electrons from the electron energy spectra.428

In order to confirm this interpretation in the next section, we de-429

rived electron densities from all the measurements obtained by430

MEA 1 during the cruise phase of BepiColombo. So far, MEA431

1 has accumulated more than three months of data, which al-432

Fig. 10. Time evolution of the electron density ne (in cm−3), from July
08 to 15, 2021. The brown triangles represent ne measured by RPW
and time-shifted at the location of BepiColombo. The red stars and the
blue dots are the density calculated with MEA 1, without and with the
secondary electrons removed, respectively. The green diamonds corre-
spond to the density of secondary electrons deduced by integrating the
residuals at low energies (see details in the text).

Fig. 11. Comparison of the solar wind electron density ne (in cm−3)
measured by RPW and by MEA with (black crosses) and without (green
triangles) secondary electrons removed. The green dashed line and the
black dot-dashed line represent a linear regression fit for the uncorrected
and corrected density, respectively.

Fig. 12. Statistical evolution of the electron density ne (in cm−3) mea-
sured by MEA1 with respect to the distance to the Sun. The colormap
represents a 2D distribution, with 25 bins for the distance and 100 bins
for the density. ne is estimated from MEA by removing the contribution
of the secondary electrons. For each distance bin, the density distribu-
tion is normalized by its maximum value. The solid black line links all
the density maxima at each distance bin. Three power-law fits are rep-
resented: the black dashed line, the blue stars, and the purple diamonds
for the Sun et al. (2022) fit, ne without the secondary electrons removed,
and ne with the secondary electrons removed, respectively.

low us to also investigate the variations in electron moment with 433

distance to the Sun. 434

4. Density and temperature versus distance to the 435

Sun 436

In section 3 we showed that even with the limited FoV of MEA 437

1 during the cruise phase of BepiColombo, we can still capture 438

the order of magnitude for the electron density ne and tempera- 439

ture Te in the solar wind. However, to fully investigate the effi- 440

ciency of the method applied during the whole cruise phase of 441

BepiColombo, we now determine ne and Te for all the available 442

observations from MEA 1 and study their radial profiles with dis- 443

tance from the Sun. We compare them with the profiles reported 444
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Fig. 13. Statistical evolution of the electron temperature Te (in eV) with
respect to the distance of the Sun. The black dots, the red stars, and
the yellow tripod solid line stand for Te and the median of Te deter-
mined with and without the secondary electrons removed, respectively.
The purple dots and triangles correspond to Te,sec and its median, deter-
mined from integrating the residuals at low energies (see text for more
details). The color gradients with crosses, squares, pentagons, and di-
amonds represent the median Te for four different SW populations (A,
B, C, and D), extracted from the PSP and HELIOS missions by Dakeyo
et al.

by Sun et al. (2022) and Dakeyo et al. (2022) using HELIOS and445

PSP observations, respectively.446

Figure 12 is inspired from figure 2.d from Sun et al. (2022),447

where they represent the statistical evolution of the proton den-448

sity with respect to the distance to the Sun. Here we show the449

statistical evolution of ne,MEA. The color map represents a 2D450

distribution of ne,MEA using the integration method after remov-451

ing the secondary electrons, using 25 bins for the distance and452

100 bins for the density. For each distance bin, the density dis-453

tribution is normalized by its maximum value, where the solid454

black line links all the density maxima at each distance bin. In455

Sun et al. (2022) they fitted their proton density distributions456

extracted from Parker Solar Probe (PSP) measurements with a457

simple power law, represented here by the black dashed line for458

comparison. Here we fit the maximum ne variation over distance459

from the Sun with a similar power law, represented by the blue460

star dotted line and the purple diamond dotted line; they respec-461

tively show the density profiles when the secondary electrons462

have not been removed and when they have been removed. We463

observe a good agreement between the fit from Sun et al. and464

ours. Even if the method we used to remove the secondary elec-465

trons leads to a small underestimation, our radial profile agrees466

well with the fit from Sun et al. (2022). This underestimation467

could be explained by the location of MEA 1 (close to MOSIF468

surfaces) and by the differential charging that should occur be-469

tween Mio and MOSIF. The low-energy electrons, being more470

sensitive to small electric fields, can be easily deflected from the471

detector.472

The calculation of the electron temperature shows a different473

result if we remove or not the contribution from the secondary474

electrons. In figure 13 the black dots and the red stars represent475

Te and its median, respectively, estimated with the secondary476

electrons removed. The yellow tripods stand for the median of477

Te estimated without the secondary electrons removed. We also478

Fig. 14. Same as Figure 2, but recorded in the shadow region of Mer-
cury during the third flyby of BepiColombo, on June 19, 2023, 19:34:00
UTC, at the closest approach.

show Te,sec (purple dots) and its median values (dark purple tri- 479

angles), which is the temperature of the secondary electrons cal- 480

culated from the residuals at low energies. The profile of Te,sec is 481

discussed in section 5. The median value of Te is calculated over 482

25 distance bins. The blue gradient crosses, squares, pentagons, 483

and diamonds are temperatures extracted from Dakeyo et al. 484

(2022); they respectively represent Te for SW populations clas- 485

sified by SW speeds: (A) very slow (250< vS W <300 km/s), (B) 486

slow (300< vS W <350 km/s), (C) fast (350< vS W <450 km/s), 487

and (D) very fast (450< vS W <600 km/s). The temperatures 488

comes from PSP observations obtained for 0.12 < rS un < 0.35 489

AU, and from HELIOS observations obtained for 0.3 < rS un < 490

0.9 AU. 491

Figure 13 shows that the electron temperature Te calculated 492

using our method with the secondary electrons removed agrees 493

remarkably well with those of Dakeyo et al. (2022) down to 494

around 0.4 AU. On the contrary, the electron temperature Te cal- 495

culated using our method without the secondary electrons re- 496

moved remains almost constant with distance to the Sun. How- 497

ever, at distances between 0.3 and 0.35 AU, the electron tem- 498

perature Te from MEA appears underestimated compared to that 499

used in Dakeyo et al. (2022). Since only a limited dataset re- 500

stricted to three days is obtained by BepiColombo in this region 501

of the heliosphere, this discrepancy may be due to a colder than 502

usual solar wind electron population observed by BepiColombo 503

at that time. 504

5. Discussion 505

Figures 12 and 13 show that the method used in this work allows 506

us to retrieve the large-scale variations in the electron density and 507

temperature in the solar wind from MEA observations, despite 508

the complex and atypical configuration of BepiColombo during 509

its cruise phase. However, Figures 6 and 10 show that we hardly 510

capture the complete temporal dynamics of the plasma. Plasma 511

surface interaction occurring between MOSIF and Mio could be 512

responsible for this limitation. We observe in the energy–time 513

spectrogram of Figure 5 that the fluctuations of the electron in- 514

tensities (which can be related to the electronic density fluctua- 515

tions) disappear above 60 eV. The potential differential charging 516
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between the outer and inner surfaces of MOSIF and/or the dif-517

ferent surface materials inside MOSIF that surround MEA 1 and518

2 may repel or deflect low-energy electrons and reduce the prob-519

ability of detecting them. These phenomena could occur during520

the whole cruise phase, which may explain the slight density un-521

derestimation observed on the radial profile presented in Figure522

12 compared to that from Sun et al. (2022).523

The stacked configuration of BepiColombo strongly con-524

strains the nature of the secondary electrons that we detect with525

MEA. Figure 14 shows the count rate measured in the shadow of526

Mercury at closest approach during the third flyby of the planet527

by BepiColombo on June 19, 2023. We observe two electron528

populations: one at low energy, corresponding to secondary elec-529

trons, and one at hundreds of eV, corresponding to trapped elec-530

trons in Mercury’s magnetosphere. Because these observations531

are obtained when BepiColombo is in the shadow of Mercury,532

we deduce that the observed secondary electrons are produced533

by SEEE and confirm that they are not photoelectrons. In or-534

der to know if the same process is responsible for the secondary535

electrons observed during the whole cruise phase, we conduct536

another statistical study by applying Eq. 4 on both the corrected537

electron energy spectrum and the residuals at low energies. If538

photo emission is the main process producing secondary elec-539

trons, we should not observe a correlation between the SW elec-540

tron density ne and the secondary electron density ne,sec. Indeed,541

PE depends only on the extreme ultraviolet photon intensity. On542

the contrary, if SEEE dominates, we should observe a strong cor-543

relation between ne and ne,sec. Figure 15 represents a 2D his-544

togram of ne,sec versus ne,3D. All MEA 1 3D data products avail-545

able to date are used in order to produce a reliable statistic. The546

red dashed line and the blue dash-dotted line represent respec-547

tively a fit from a linear regression and from a repeated median548

regression (also called Siegel regression; this method is less sen-549

sitive to outliers). We note a strong correlation between ne,sec and550

ne,3D with r = 0.84, and a strong overlap between the two regres-551

sion fits. Therefore, we can conclude that the main secondary552

emission process is SEEE. The derived slope indicates that the553

ne,sec represents about one-third of the SW electron density.554

Finally, we observe that the temporal dynamics are similar555

for each channel of MEA. In addition, the maximum count rate556

values observed shifts toward lower energy when we consider557

Fig. 15. 2D histogram of secondary electron densities vs. SW electron
densities. The red dashed line and the blue dash-dotted line represent a
fit from a linear regression and from a repeated median (Siegel) regres-
sion, respectively.

Fig. 16. ne,3D vs. ne,3D−OMNI , both in cm−3. The red dashed line is a linear
fit with correlation coefficient of r = 0.94, the blue dash-dotted line is a
Siegel regression fit.

channels with an obstructed FoV. This energy shift is due to elec- 558

tron thermalization after they collide with MOSIF and Mio sur- 559

faces. Applying Eq. 4 without the secondary electrons removed 560

for the count rate measured by each channel gives electron den- 561

sities strongly correlated with the densities estimated from the 562

unobstructed channels 6 and 7. If such a strong correlation exists 563

between all the MEA channels, this implies that we could ap- 564

ply a correcting factor on electron densities calculated with the 565

OMNI data products and obtain densities with 4s time resolu- 566

tion. Therefore, we can reconstruct the OMNI data taking into 567

account the count rates from all the channels provided by the 3D 568

data products and calculating the corresponding electron density 569

ne,3D−OMNI . Figure 16 shows electron densities ne estimated from 570

3D data products with the secondary electrons removed versus 571

ne,3D−OMNI . From the very good correlation obtained, with a co- 572

efficient r = 0.94, we could apply a corrective factor of 1.4 for 573

the high time-resolved OMNI densities ne,3D−OMNI to get closer 574

to the low time-resolved 3D density ne,3D. 575

However, there is dispersion around the linear fit. If we sim- 576

ply multiply ne,Omni calculated with the Omni data products by 577

a factor of 1.4, ne,Omni could sometimes be higher or lower than 578

ne,3D. In order to adjust ne,Omni to ne,3D without secondary elec- 579

trons, we subtract ne,3D−OMNI to ne,3D. This difference with a time 580

step of 640 s is interpolated for the real Omni data product where 581

the time step is 4 s. Then we interpolate the difference for the 582

time steps (4 s) of all the Omni data products. Finally, we sum the 583

interpolated difference with ne,Omni. We show an example of this 584

method in Figure 17. The upper and middle panel show respec- 585

tively an energy count rate spectra obtained with MEA 1 with 586

the Omni data products and our 3D virtual channel. The lower 587

panel shows a comparison between ne,3D and the shifted values 588

of ne,Omni. For better visibility, the maximum density value at 589

the bow shock crossing is not shown here. Between 10:30 and 590

13:30 we observe fluctuations of ne,3D. These variations are cor- 591

related with the SW count rate measured in 20-40 eV energy 592

range on the 3D virtual channel spectra. These fluctuations are 593

barely visible in the Omni spectra. Hence, this shifted ne,Omni be- 594

comes closely related with the 3D virtual channel that is only 595

open to space, and no longer with the Omni data products. 596

The main interest of shifting ne,Omni values is that we can 597

better probe transition regions during a flyby, whereas no 3D 598

data product were available. During the second Venus flyby we 599
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find that ne ≈ 180 cm−3 at the bow shock. This method will be of600

great interest to better describe each magnetic region of Mercury601

during the last three flybys of BepiColombo.602

Despite all the limitations encountered by MEA in the603

stacked configuration of BepiColombo during its cruise phase,604

we would like to highlight the very good performance of the in-605

strument. In all cases good orders of magnitude for the electron606

density and temperature in the solar wind were retrieved locally607

and statistically, even with only two channels completely open608

to space and a very narrow FoV. In addition, we were able to609

recover the plasma dynamics on timescales of days or less. This610

study therefore gives us confidence that MEA will reach its opti-611

mal performance when the Mio spacecraft starts its independent612

science phase in orbit around Mercury in late 2025. This study,613

together with the recent study by Griton et al. (2023), will make614

it possible to cross-calibrate future MEA 1 and 2 measurements615

with those obtained by the Plasma Wave Investigation (Kasaba616

et al. 2020) on board Mio.617

6. Conclusions618

The main objective of this paper was to discuss the perfor-619

mance, limitations, and constraints that apply to MEA observa-620

tions when deriving electron moments during the cruise phase621

of BepiColombo. The main difficulty comes from the fact that622

BepiColombo is in a stacked configuration during its cruise623

phase, with the thermal shield MOSIF highly reducing the field624

of view of the MEA instruments on board the Mio spacecraft.625

In order to overcome this severe limitation we used 3D data626

products from MEA 1 that have a lower time and energy res-627

olution, and rely only on the two channels of MEA 1 that are628

unobstructed.629

In this paper we developed and applied a method for deter-630

mining the electron density and temperature of the solar wind631

plasma from all the MEA 1 observations obtained during the632

Fig. 17. Comparison of Omni and 3D electron energy spectra and the
density derived from the 3D and Omni data product. Upper panel: Omni
count rate energy spectra measured on August 10, 2021, with MEA 1.
Middle panel: 3D virtual channel count rate energy spectra measured
on the same day with MEA 1. Lower panel: Comparison of the ne,3D
calculated from 3D data product without secondary electrons and ne,Omni
shifted at ne,3D (blue dots and red plus signs, respectively). The vertical
green dotted line represents the bow shock crossing.

cruise phase of BepiColombo, assuming the observed solar wind 633

electrons are isotropic. We took advantage of two-point close 634

measurements from the BepiColombo and Solar Orbiter mis- 635

sions in order to successfully qualitatively and quantitatively 636

compare the electron moments derived from several instruments, 637

on timescales of days and hours. We confirmed that our derived 638

electron density and temperature are consistent with statistical 639

variations in solar wind parameters derived from the Parker Solar 640

Probe and HELIOS missions. Our analysis revealed, however, 641

that MEA measurements are strongly contaminated at low ener- 642

gies by secondary electron emissions. We illustrated how we can 643

efficiently remove the contributions from those secondary elec- 644

trons, and we discussed how their contribution impacts our esti- 645

mation of the electron density and temperature in the solar wind. 646

Finally, we show that the electron density calculated from MEA 647

3D and the OMNI data products are highly correlated. It may 648

therefore be possible to apply a corrective factor on the densities 649

derived from the MEA OMNI data products in order to increase 650

their time resolution significantly. 651
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Appendix A: Tables760

In Table A.1 we give the energy tables of MEA 1 for two differ-761

ent science modes (3-300 eV and 3-3,000 eV) used during the762

cruise phase of BepiColombo. In Table A.2 we give the updated763

geometrical factors (GFs) used to calculate electron moments764

from MEA 1 during the cruise phase of BepiColombo. In Ta-765

ble A.3 we list all the available time periods when MEA 1 was766

turned on in science mode in 2021 and 2022.767
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Energy table Energy bins (eV)

3-300 eV 3.41, 4.58, 6.15, 8.26, 11.09, 14.9, 20.00, 26.86, 36.06, 48.43, 65.03, 87.32, 117.25, 157.44, 211.41, 273.60

3-3,000 eV 3.64, 5.66, 8.81, 13.71, 21.33, 33.20, 51.66, 80.38, 125.06, 194.59, 302.77, 471.11,
733.03, 1140.57, 1774.69, 2612.89

Table A.1. Energy tables used by MEA 1 in science mode during the cruise phase of BepiColombo.

Geometrical Factor (cm2.sr.eV/eV) for channels 0 to 7 of MEA 1

5.87×10−6, 5.03×10−6, 5.04×10−6, 5.23×10−6, 5.01×10−6, 5.06×10−6, 4.98×10−6, 4.80×10−6Table A.2. Geometrical factors used for MEA 1 during the cruise phase of BepiColombo.

Year Month Starting day Ending day (include) Energy table

2021

June 13 30 3-3,000 eV

July 6 16 3-300 eV

August
VFB2

14
9

20
11

3-3,000 eV
3-3,000 eV

September
MFB1

7
30

15
to October

3-3,000 eV
3-3,000 eV

October (MFB1) 1 2 3-3,000 eV

2022

March 11 29 3-300 eV

April 1 7 3-300 eV

May 2 7 3-300 eV

June (MFB2) 22 24 3-3,000 eV

October 7 30 3-300 eV
Table A.3. Time periods when MEA 1 was turned on in science mode during the cruise phase of BepiColombo. MFB and VFB stand for Mercury
flyby and Venus flyby, respectively.
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